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ISO 9001:2015TRUSTED PROTECTION

IMPACTO® ANTI-IMPACT GLOVE
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Utilizing Visco-Elastic Polymer (VEP) Padding
Protects the palm from Impact and Shock

Wrist support protects from Repetitive Strain Injuries (RSI)

 In Conformance with Norms:

2 2 4 3

Glove Hand Circumference

X-Small 6 6” - 7” / 15-18 cm

Small 7 7” - 8”  / 18-20 cm

Medium 8 8” - 9”  / 20-23 cm

Large 9 9” - 10” / 23-28 cm

X-Large 10 10” - 11” / 28-33 cm

Sizing:  Measure the circumference of 
the hand at the base of fingers.

Washing:  Hand wash in cold water and 
soft detergent. Do not bleach, do not 
dry by machine, do not dry clean. 

EN 388:2003
Protective gloves against mechanical risks

EN 420:2003+A1:2009
General requirements for gloves

IMPACTO anti-impact gloves utilize Visco-Elastic Polymer (VEP) padding. VEP has excellent impact absorbing and shock 
dissipation qualities as well as absorption of higher levels of vibration. VEP is made from polyurethane with additional 
chemicals that increase its viscosity level. It is effective in redistributing and reducing local pressure on the area padded. VEP 
will not “compression set”, making it extremely durable to stand to rigorous repetitive tasks. IMPACTO offers a  large line of 
VEP padded gloves to suit customized needs.

 Model  750-20
› Contoured VEP 3/16” waffle padding in the 

palm protects from impact and shock 
› Full finger style offers maximum protection
› Grain leather cover offers abrasion protection
› Attached leather wrist support prevents over 

flexion and over extension to help prevent RSI
› Adjustable hook and loop wrist closure
› Great for protection from hand tools and power 

tools in applications including construction, 
assembly, manufacturing and maintenance

› Variations:
  650-20 - without wrist support
  725-22 - with partial finger padding 


